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Low-Carbon and Loving It
Adventures in sustainable living from the streets of India to middle class Australia

Mark and Tom Delaney

Low-Carbon  and  Loving  It is  an  ordinary
person’s,  easy-to-read  guide  to  climate
change. It’s also the story of the Delaneys,
an ordinary Australian family who have made
some  extraordinary  choices  to  live  in  the
slums of India. From helping negotiate better
terms  for  residents  in  a  slum about  to  be
demolished, to living on $100 for a month,
they’ve sought to serve – and learn from –
their impoverished neighbours. 

In the book, father-and-son authors Mark and Tom
introduce us to several of their Indian neighbours
who lead very low-carbon lives. They consider the
reasons  a  typical  Australian’s  carbon  footprint  is
ten  times  larger  than  the  average  Indian’s.
Encouragingly,  they  offer  many  suggestions  for
how we in the West can live a much lower-carbon
life, in a way that is fulfilling and even fun. 

The Delaney family have lived alongside the poor
in the slums of India for more than a decade. The boys, Tom and his brother Oscar, were
born  there  and  have  spent  much  of  their  lives  in  slums.  Their  experience  of  moving
between middle class Australia and the slums of  India has given them a very different
perspective on life, which allows Mark and Tom to see afresh the climate crisis to which
many in the West are blind.

The Delaneys have continued this  lifestyle of  voluntary simplicity  and are expecting to
return to India in April. They are in Australia for two months to launch the book, and are
available for interview. 

Complimentary review copies of book available on request.

Availability for interviews
*  Brisbane: Feb 6-15 (both Mark and Tom)
*  Brisbane: Feb 19 - March 12 (Mark)
*  Sydney: March 14-17 (Mark)
*  Melbourne: March 19-23 (Mark)

Book release timeline
* Jan 30: Publication date
* Feb 14: On sale date
* Feb 16: Brisbane Launch: Avid Reader, West End
* March 14: Sydney launch: Bodhi booksop, 375 King St, Newtown.
* March 23: Melbourne launch: Surrender conference, Belgrave Heights



Book Endorsements

“This is a remarkable book. Very few westerners have had the experiences that the authors 
have embraced, and as a result very few can speak with the same credibility about the 
choices we must make as a society. I hope everyone reads this volume - and thinks, deeply,
about what it means.” Bill McKibben, author of Deep Economy and founder of 
350.org

“If we are to deal with the crisis of climate change as seriously as it demands, all of us need
to overcome our addiction to our unsustainable carbon-based life-styles. The Delaneys, a 
family who have lived a low-carbon life in the slums of India and the suburbs of Australia, 
show us how we can do it in style.” Dave Andrews, author of Building A Better World

“This book is a rare gem. It comes out of hard-earned experience, genuine concern, and 
heartfelt passion for a rapid and robust response to climate change.... a timely and critical 
contribution to a decarbonised and habitable future.” Dr Johannes Luetz, Senior Lecturer;
Ph.D. (Environmental Policy & Management)

Possible topics of interest for interviews
*  Never owning a car
*  Traveling overland instead of flying
*  Living on ¼ of the average Australian carbon footprint
*  Living in an Indian slum
*  Fighting a slum demolition
*  Raising your children in a slum

Comparative titles
* How to Live a Low Carbon Life (2nd Edition): Chris Goodall
* This Changes Everything: Naomi Klein
* How Bad are Bananas: Mike Berners-Lee
* Don’t Even Think About it: George Marshall
* Sustainable Energy Without the Hot Air: David MacKay

Book details
* Price: AUD$19.95 (paperback), AUD$9.99 (e-book)
* ISBN: 978-0-6482477-0-8 (paperback)

978-0-6482477-1-5 (fixed layout e-book)
* Categories: Self-help, Green lifestyle, Climate Change
* Extent: 240 pages
* Format: 210 x 148mm (with black and white illustrations)
* Availability: (Print) All major on-line retailers. Amazon, Barnes & Noble

Fixed layout e-book coming soon on Apple and Kobo

Contact
* Phone: Mark: (0435 175382),  Tom (0435 419712)
* Email: low.carbon.and.loving.it@gmail.com
* Blog: www.lowcarbonanlovingit.wordpress.com

https://www.amazon.com.au/Low-Carbon-Loving-Adventures-Sustainable-Australia/dp/0648247708/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1517807258&sr=8-1-fkmr0&keywords=low-carbon+and+lovig+it+mark+delaney
https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/low-carbon-and-loving-it-mark-r-delaney/1127890444;jsessionid=4664A8C0FAB4A365444848E20F963594.prodny_store01-atgap11?ean=9780648247708
mailto:low.carbon.and.loving.it@gmail.com
http://www.lowcarbonanlovingit.wordpress.com/

